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Generalized Mandelbrot Sets
Aaron Schlenker *
I Introduction
A complex point Zo is defined to be a member of the famous Mandelbrot set fractal
when the iterative process using the function Z2 stays bounded when applied to ZO.l
vVe investigate what happens if we change the iterative process so that Z2 is now
composed with, for example, a Mobius transformation, indexed on a parameter a.
The Mandelbrot set corresponds to a = O. What happens when we change a = 0
to other values, repeating the iterative process and then drawing the sets? Do these
Generalized Mandelbrot sets have similar properties to the original Mandelbrot set?
This thesis describes some surprising results for these new sets, and it also uses
transcendental functions to produce similar generalized sets. Further, it describes the
algorithms that were developed and used during the study of each of these sets.
The Mandelbrot set is a famous mathematical set with many fascinating properties
to both trained mathematicians and the general public. It was studied and popu-
larized by Benoit Mandelbrot, a French and American mathematician after whom
the set is named, while he worked at IBM. [6] He had been interested in processes
(for example, suddenly changing physical processes, or wildly fluctuating economic
pricing, or difficult-to-predict human behavior) that appeared naturally in the world
"Mathematics and Computer Science Maior, Butler University, Indianapolis, IN 46208. as-
chlen/;;@bu,tler.edu
1We give a formal mathematical description of the iterative process in Section II.
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around us but that behaved in rather unpredictable ways. The computer machinery
at IBM provided him with a new investigative tool: mathematical formulas often
didn't exist for such processes, but they could be modeled using a computer with
huge processing power to predict how they might behave. Mandelbrot realized some
sets, just as for these processes, had this same complex structure: they were easy
to define and study on a computer when they resulted from an algorithmic process,
but difficult to model after, say, standard boundary lines such as arcs or sawtooth
edges. One such set is the Mandelbrot set, which he first examined in 1979. He
coined the descriptive term "fractal" for it and other such sets, describing their edges
as "rough," no matter how closely exarnined. He realized they looked jaggedly rough
from a distance, but just as rough no matter how much they were magnified. This
roughness is now described mathematically as a "fractal dimension"; it differs in a
surprising way from the dimension of the boundary for a standard set. For example,
a boundary of a standard set in the two-dimensional plane is one-dimensional. A sim-
ple case is the boundary of a circular disk is a circle, which is one-dimensional. But
the Mandelbrot set's boundary is not! It's dimension, which mathematicians call a
"Hausdorff dimension," calculated with a complicated formula that will be explained
later, turns out to be 2. This result is surprising to mathematicians-how can the
boundary of a two-dimensional set be two-dimensional? Simply put, the Mandelbrot
set's boundary is so complicated, it preserves the dimensionality of the set it contains!
Since Mandelbrot's initial studies, there have been many more amazing discoveries
about certain features and details of this famous set. [6]
The Mandelbrot set became of interest to mathematicians after its initial popu-
larization by Benoit l'vIandelbrot. In fact, two other mathematicians are known to
have studied the set in 1978 before Mandelbrot. Robert Brooks and J. Peter Matel-
ski are the mathematicians who published a paper in 1978 discussing a set analogous
to the Mandelbrot set. This paper contains the famous formula: Z2 + c, which is
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the formula used when producing the Mandelbrot set. [5] They also produced a very
crude but unmistakable picture that shows the very familiar Mandelbrot set boundary.
Matelski and Brook's paper was not published
...........................................................................................................................................................................................
until 1981, whereas Benoit Mandelbrot was able
to publish his paper, a more robust examination
........... .
••••••••••••• ••••••••••• u ••••••••••••••••••....................................... , .
..................................., ....................... , ............................................................................... ..
of the set, late in 1980. Although they may have
studied the set before Mandelbrot, Brooks and
..........................................................................................
, .
Matelski both eventually came to the conclusion
Figure 1: The M andelbroi set pic- that the set deserved to be named after Mandel-
iure produced by Brooks and M a-
telski. brot because he was able to truly popularize the
set. They recognized that their name for this fa-
rnous set, as they lovingly called it 'the thing with the big cardioid,' comes up a
little short. [3] Still, even though they did not truly realize the amazingly complex
object they had in front of them, they still were partly responsible in pioneering its
investigation. Since the initial studies into the Mandelbrot set, it has captured the
attention and fascination of a mathematical cornmunity for decades, and even become
immensely popular to the genera.l public. The extra attention has resulted in fantastic
discoveries of the properties of the Mandelbrot set.
John H. Hubbard and Adrien Douady made the first major mathematically theo-
retical contributions to the study of the Mandelbrot set. They were the first to prove
many of the fundamental principles associated with the Mandelbrot set, including the
local connectivity of the set. They are actually the ones responsible for the naming of
this famous set, calling it the Mandelbrot set in honor of Mandelbrot. Douady wrote
in 1986, "Mandelbrot was the first one to produce pictures of it, using a computer, and
to start giving a. description of it." [3]The full statement acknowledges the prior work
done by Brooks and Matelski, while also concluding the most significant contribution
was made by Mandelbrot. It also describes why Hubbard and Douady na.med the set
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after Mandelbrot.
We now describe how to calculate the Mandelbrot set. An understanding of the
complex plane as a space of points is a prerequisite. The best way to introduce the
complex plane is in terms of the Cartesian plane, also called the X-Y plane. A point
in the Cartesian plane is represented by an x value and a y value. These two values
are used to represent a point with the notation (:1:, y). For example, if we wanted to
represent the point located at the values of x = 2 and y = 3, we write (2,3). This
notation is similar for the complex plane. In the complex plane we have a real value
instead of an z-value and an imaginary value instead of a y-value. The real value is
just a real number, but the imaginary value will be a real number multiplied by i,
where i = .J=I. Then, the point (2,3) in the complex plane represents the complex
number Z where Z = 2 + 3i. More generally, a complex nurnber is Z = x + yi, where
x and yare real.
Vve can add and multiply complex numbers. If we start with cornplex points
Zl = Xl + iYl = (.7:1, yd and Z2 = :1:2+ 'iY2 = (X2' Y2), then we add them by adding
the real parts together a.nd then the imaginary parts. This means Zj + Z2 = (Xl +
X2) + i(YI + Y2) = (Xl + X2, YI + Y2)' A quick example is to take Zl = 1 + i = (1,1)
and Z2 = 2 + 3i = (2,3), then Zj + Z2 = (1 + 2) + 'i(l + 3) = 3 + 4i = (3,4).
Multiplication of complex numbers is a little more complicated than addition. The
general formula is calculated by distributing; we get: Zl . Z2 = (:CI + 'iyd(X2 + iY2) =
(Xl' :C2 - YI . Y2) + 'i(:CI . Y2 + X2' yd = (Xl' X2 - '!JI . Y2, Xl' Y2 + ;C2' Yl). One detail to
')
provide here is that 'i2 = v-r- = -1. This is what makes iYl ' 'iY2 = -YI . Y2 in our
formula. Now this formula is a little convoluted, but it can be understood in a better
sense by looking at an example. Take Zl = 1 + i = (1,1) and Z2 = 2 + 3i = (2,3),
then Zl . Z2 = (1 + i)(2 + 3i) = (1·2 - 1·3) + i(l . 3 + 2 ·1) = -1 + 5i = (-1,5),
Multiplying complex numbers in effect allows us to "multiply points"!
The process to calculate the Manclelbrot set is not difficult to understand once
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the reader has a grasp of how to deal with complex numbers and feels comfortable
iterating a value through a function. The Mandelbrot set is constructed using a simple
complex function Z 1-7 Z2 + c. The set is calculated by iterating each point in the
complex plane through this function, checking at each iteration to see if the sequence
is diverging off to infinity. The point is defined to be in the Mandelbrot set if the
iterative process stays bounded. More formally, define the nth term in the sequence
as Zn = Z~_l + Zoo Here Zn-l is the complex number obtained from the previous
iteration, and Zo is the complex number originally chosen from the complex plane. A
quick example of this iteration is to look at the complex point 1, which starts with Zo
equal to 1. This point produces the sequence 1,2 = 12+ 1,5 = 22+ 1,26 = 52+ 1, 00.,
which diverges to infinity. However, if we start with Zo = -1, then the sequence
is -1,0 = (_1)2 -1,-1 = 02 -1,0 = (_1)2 -1,00', which stays bounded (more
specifically, it bounces between 0 and -1). The first sequence, with Zo = 1, shows 1
is not in the Mandelbrot set because the sequence diverges to infinity. The second
sequence, with .Zo = -1, shows -1 is in the Mandelbrot set because the corresponding
sequence does not diverge to infinity-it stays bounded throughout the iteration as
it continues for an infinite number of steps. All other points in the complex plane are
tested in the same manner. In this way, the famous Mandelbrot set is computed.
Originally, it was conjectured that the Mandelbrot set's boundary had a Hausdorff
dimension greater than 1. To put this in perspective, a. line has a. Hausdorff dimension
of 1. This conjecture about the Mandelbrot set's Hausdorff dimension was proven
somewhat recently by Mitsuhiro Shishhikura, with his paper published in 1998.[7]
The Mandelbrot set is also a connected set which means that every point in the
set is connected. Though it may not seem extraordinary, this feature is surprising.
This feature is proved by showing there is a conformal isomorphism between the
complement of the Mandelbrot set and the complement of the closed unit disk. [7]
Another surprising fad is that you can actually use the Mandelbrot set as a way
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to calculate x, although it is extremely inefficient. Finally, the Mandelbrot set has
self-similarity - zooming in on the boundary reveals further Mandelbrot sets into an
infinite depth. [6] Even now, and in spite of the fact that the Mandelbrot set has been
studied for more than 30 years, the area of the region the Mandelbrot set covers in
the complex plane is still unknown, with only approximate answers known. [1]
These facts, along with many others, make the Mandelbrot set extremely interest-
ing for mathematicians to study. However, it is important to note that it is not only
these facts about the Mandelbrot set that make it so fascinating, but also the stun-
ning visual beauty of the Mandelbrot set. Artists can control the coloring algorithms
in the presentation of the Mandelbrot set to produce fantastically beautiful pieces of
art. Among all these reasons, I hope it is clear why we were interested in looking at
this set: we wanted to generalize the Mandelbrot set in ways that retained its visual
beauty in our own new sets. The transference of these properties were important;
without them, these sets would not be as interesting to the general public to study
and visualize.
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II The Generalized Mandelbrot Set
The function used to define the Mandelbrot set is simple: J(z) = Z2. We change this
function to generate related sets. The functions we introduce in this section use the
so-called "Blaschke factor": (z-_u). Motivation for the choice is based on a Blaschke.1-uz
factor's properties. Products of Blaschke factors are the "atomic building blocks" of
cornplex analytic functions on the unit disk. This atomic structure is based in the unit
disk in the complex plane, which is analogous to the interior of the unit circle. For any
bounded analytic function J that has zeros aI, a2, ... an in the unit disk, the Blaschke
product I1~=1 t~;;~~is a multiplicative factor of f. Understanding Blaschke factors
is central to understanding fractals produced using Blaschke factors. 'vVewill define
these "Generalized Mandelbrot sets" using a single Blaschke factor with parameter
a, where a E C. We start by defining a set j\;Ju.2
Definition The set j\;Ju is the set of points Zo producing values IZnl, n = 1,2,3, ...
that all stay bounded (i.e., no subsequence of {lznl}~=l has infinite limit), where Zn
is defined by the iterative process
lZn-l - a ] 2Zn = _ + zo,1- aZn-l where n = 1,2,3, ....
Note j\;Jo is the so-called Mandelbrot set, since a = 0 produces Zn = Z~_l + zoo
We visualize these sets using a computer program. The program runs a point
Zo E CCthrough the iterative process and deterrnines which ones have iterative values
IZnl that are bounded. Of course, the upper bound can be different for each point. The
set of all such upper bounds might not be bounded in its own right. But when we use a
2J\!1a actually turns out to not always posses Mandelbrot set like properties; our discussion of M~
helps motivate a more general definition of the Generalized Mandelbrot sets.
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computer program, we need to fix a single number-an upper bound "test value" -to
which we compare the iterative value
The computer program's chosen test value is ar-
bitrary, For the Mandelbrot set, it turns out a
chosen test value 4 completely determines the set.
In other words, if IZnl > 4 then the iterative value
goes to infinity. [10]This allows the computer pro-
1 .: "I 1- 1 A 7"gram to rna <:e an easy compar Ison- s Zn > '±.
Figure 2: The N!.05+0i set with test Unfortunately, when a i= 0, no single test value is
value 1,ODD,000.
decisive-the choice for the test value will affect
the pictorial representation the computer produces. It turns out (as we will prove in
this paper) that this condition on IZnl < 00 is fairly weak when a i= 0, leading to the
corresponding sets N1a. all being unbounded.
For example, the following computer-generated image (Figure 2), where a black
point belongs to our set and white does not, is a. representation of the set J\;f05+0i
with the test value set at 1 000 000 and the number of iterations at most 1,000. The, ,
number of iterations is important to determine points that will not be in the set.
When the number of iterations is high, the pic-
ture has better detail, but its slow. Since the
added detail is insignificant at a macro level, gen-
orally the number of iterations for our illustra-
tions in this paper are capped at 1,000. The
computer-generated sets change significantly as
the test value moves towards infinity (as seen in
the differences between Figures 2, 3, and 4), but
Figure 3: The M.05+Oi set with test
it is important to note that a change in the max- value 100,000.
imum number of iterations does not appear to
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have any effect. The reason for this property seems to be that the iterative process
of the complex numbers using z., = [::~~n-_al]2 + Zo will not diverge to infinity for
any point Zo unless a = O. This is what causes the !via sets to be unbounded (and
thus uninteresting if they are represented truly) for extremely large test values in the
program.
To remedy this problem, we define for each a a related set Sa, which we call the
Generalized Mandelbrot set. The Sa sets have defined test values set to ensure that the
pictures have interesting aspects and are often fractal in nature.
These new sets allow us to study the j\![a sets in a
desired way-one in which their representations
are all bounded like the Mandelbrot set and share
qualities with the Mandelbrot that has made it
so popular. Part of the Mandelbrot set's intrinsic
value comes from it's artistic value and features.
Figure 4: The !vl.05+oi set with test We wanted to transfer this appeal to the General-
value 100, 000, 000.
ized Mandelbrot sets to create beautiful, unique
pictures known as much for the beauty as for their own mathematical qualities that
we describe later. The sets Sa have these qualities desired.
Definition For any a E CCwith a =F 0, the Generalized Mandelbroi set Sa. is the set
of points Zo producing values IZnl, ti = 1,2,3, ... , that all have IZnl ::; 2/la12 when
10,1 ::; 1 and IZnl ::; 210,12 when 10,1 > I, where Zn, is defined by the iteration process
[
Zn-l - a ] 2Zn = 1 _ _ . + Zo, when n = 1,2,3, ....
- a,zn-l
We also define So = 1\110,
The definition of Sa IS actually a specific case of a more general definition of
interesting sets, all arising from a similar iteration process, a.nd which we label
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S(f(z), K(f), N). To explain the notation, J(z) is the function involved in the it-
erative process, K(f) is the test value used to determine when an element is in the
set, and N is the number of iterations examined against that test value. Each of
these parameters determine the picture produced by the computer program. Specifi-
cally, each different J (z) produces different sets, the parameters K (f), being the test
bound, and N, being the nurnber of iterations, changes the visual representation of
the the sets produced using a function J(z). We define these sets here.
Definition For any given complex-valued function J(z), we form the following cor-
responding set of points in the complex plane:
S(f(z), K(f), N) = C \ {zo: Zn = J(Zn-l) + Zo has IZnl >
K(f) for some Zn where n = 1,2,3, ... ,N}.
The bound K(f) is independent of z or Zo but will often depend on parameters
-c {2/1a12 'iJ lal:S; 1
involved in the definition of f. For example, when K(f) -
2lal2 iJ lal > 1
N = 00, and J(z) = [:-=-:J2, we get S(f(z), K(.f), N) = S(l'
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III Results
Our first visual representations of the Sa and ]\lfa sets allowed us to formulate many
different conjectures about their special properties. Theorem 1 was proven during the
beginning of the research. This theorem corresponds to a symmetry across the real
axis that sorne of these sets have. The result becomes easily apparent when viewing
one of these sets, while intuitively it is rather easy to see why we would expect these
certain sets all to. have a symmetry about the real axis in the complex plane. The
reason that this is intuitive relates to what a conjugate number is in complex analysis.
When z is a real number, then z = z where z is the conjugate x - iy of z = x +iy, and
this forms both the intuition behind this property and suggests a correct strategy for
proving it.
Theorem 1. When a E JR., then both Sa and iI/fa are sym:metTic about the Teal axis.
Figure 5 displays the property stated in the
Theorem 1. As you can see, any point in S,22+0'i
above the real axis (where the imaginary value
is positive) will reflect to a point below the real
axis that is also in S,22+Oi' This neat result allows
Figure 5: The S,22+0i set with test
value 100. us technically to produce these sets knowing only
half of the points that are contained in each. The
proof follows from the fact that the modulus of the complex number z = x + yi is
equal to the modulus of z = x - yi, also known as the conjugate of z, If a ct JR.,
then we will not have this symmetry. The proof becomes apparent when you notice
the Blaschke factor we use in our iterations are the same for zo's reflection across the
real axis. These two numbers are only equal when a E JR. because of the way that
conjugates work. The conjugate switches the sign on the imaginary part of a complex
number, and, without an imaginary part, these two complex number's moduli will be
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equal.
Proof. Take Zo = Xo + iyo, so Zo = Xo - 'iyo. Then we compare Zn+1 for Zo with Zn+1
for zo. The iteration for Zo is zn+1 = [l'~la-:;;~)F+ Zo. When we multiply out the product
with a = Xa, with Yo. = 0, we get:
[(1 .2) (: 2 2) .]2 [(1 2)]27 . _ [ + Xa Xn - 1+ ·'En+ Yn Xa - - Xa Yn . l+
~n+l - 2 + Xo
[1 - 2xaxn + (X~)(X~ + Y~)]
'» (: '> 2 2 ( 2)( .)Now let C = (l+x~ Xn- l+x;;'+YrJxo, d = (l-xa)Yn, and D = 1-2xaxn+ xa ~c;;,+
y;). We look at the distance formula to show that modulus of (1) Zn+l = (:::';;z~,)2+ Zo
is the same as the modulus of (2) Zn+1 = (:':;;z~)2 + Zoo
. I \(zn-a2 \(1) IZn+ 1 = 1 _ _ ) + Zo =.
aZn [
'> d'> ] 2 [ ? d ] 2C~;2 ~ + .'EO + ~2 + Yo
[
C2 _ d2 ] 2 [2Cd
D2 + Xo + D2'[_C
2_-_d_2 + 'Co] 2 + [_-_2C_'d_ yo] 2
D2' D2
We see that the two moduli are equal. Hence, Zo is in the set Aio. if and only if Zo is
also in N10.. This gives symmetry about the real axis because the points above and
below behave exactly similar to each other. o
The next conjecture relates the set 80.with the set 80... Figures 6 and 7 illustrate
an example with 8.1+.1i and 8.1-11 .. Vie call these conjugate sets. They turn out to be
reflections of each other over the real axis in the complex plane. We write in this case
8.1-.li·
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The computer representations of similar exam-
ples depict such sets as reflected images of each
other across the real axis, whenever the first set
is produced with the parameter a and the other
Figure 6: The S.l+li set with test is produced with a. In other words, we noticed
ualue 100. that if we have the sets Sa and Sa, then Sa is the
conjugate image of the set Sa. We write Sa=Sa.
Theorern 2. FOT any chosen zero a E C, the conjugate 'images of Sa and IvJa aCTOSS
the Teal axis are the image of Sa and lvIa, respectiuelu. In oilier WOTds, Sa = Sa and
M; = IV/a.
The proof is straightforward in the sense that we take the conjugate of the iterative
process that determines the points in our sets.
(z_a)2Proo]. Sa and lvIa are determined according to the iteration w = 1 _ + zoo- az
Note w = ( z - a_) 2 + zoo Hence the iteration (at the point zo) that determines Sa
1- a.z
and Ma is the conjugate of the iteration that determines Sa and NIa· Since Iwl = leul
for any w E C, this relationship between iterations implies Zo will be an element of
1l1.a exactly when Zo is an element of M;.. The result follows.
o
As we continued the research into the proper-
ties of these sets, we realized that most Sa sets
were bounded. This property means Sa is inside
a closed disk centered at 0 with some radius R.
A question that arises is how to find the radius R
Figure 7: The S.l-.Ii set with test
of the circle given an Sa set. This radius is found value 100.
depending on the test value used to produce Sa.
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We show (below) that outside of the circle, with radius R, no complex point Zo belongs
to S(t. This means the set is bounded.
Theorem 3. Sa 'is bounded JOT' any a E C such that lal > 1.
The proof of Theorem 3 uses elementary principles about moduli of complex func-
tions. The first line of the proof uses an identity for complex numbers when they
are squared. vVe manipulate the formula to show how these points behave in their
iterative values. This manipulation shows we can always choose a test value for any
of these sets so that they will be bounded, or, equivalently, there will be points in
the complex plane not inside the set. This bound on the set is artificial because of
the way we set our test value, whereas the Mandelbrot set's bound is absolute-the
iterations for each complex point when constructing 1\110 either goes to infinity or
produces numbers less than 4.
Proo]. Let a E C with 10,1> 1. For Z E C,
IW(zW = 1 z - _a 12 = (z - a)(z - a)
1-az (l-az)(l-az)
Izl2 + lal2 - 2Re(az)
1+ lal21z12 - 2Re(az) (
z-a)iohere vV(z) =. _ .1- az
I-Ience IW (zW < 1 if and only if
<=> 1 < Izl
Alternatively, 11/T/(zW > 1 if and only if Izl < 1.
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Therefore, for any Zo with Izol> 21al2+ 1 > 2 > 1,
Since Izol > 21al2+ 1 > 1, IH!(z)12 is a value that is in the disk centered at Zo with
radius 1, and so IZll > 21a12. (Similarly, each Zn with n E N will then iteratively have
absolute value larger than our bound2IaI2.) In short, any point Z with IZnl > 21a12+1
will not be in Sa. Hence, So. is a bounded set when lal > 1.
o
Theorem 3 refers strictly to sets So. with an a value that has modulus greater than
1. Now we turn our attention to the other part of the plane-the points a E JD) (where
lIJ) is the unit disk in the complex plane). "Weexamine So. sets with lal < 1. Theorem
3 shows that all So. sets with lal > 1were bounded. Now, we prove the same for all
So. sets with lal < 1.
Theorem 4. So. 'is bounded for any a E C such that lal < 1 and lal -=f O.
In the beginning of this proof we take the points in the complex plane that are
all at least a certain radius R from -a. Namely, we choose R > 1~2' the bound set
for the So. sets, and go about showing that this initial condition proves the iterations'
values for each point zo, with Izol bigger than 1(~2'leads to Zo not being in the So. sets.
In the initial part of the proof we manipulate 1H!(zo) 12to develop an upper bound
on the modulus's value. This allows a constant to be chosen in such a way that the
point Zo we begin with will not belong to Sa. Next, we show that none these points
are in So. because lal-~ < 2Ial-(1~1('12)laI2'Finally, using the facts from earlier in
R
the proof we show the modulus of IZll is larger than 1c~2' which is the bound we set
for our sets, and further that each IZnl is larger than 1(~2'meaning none of these Zo
points belong to Sa.
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PTOOj. For such a, and for any Zo = -a + Reit, where R > 1~2 and Izol :;:, 1~2 + J(,
where J( = [~-g:laI2) + 2Ial-(11IaI2)laI2]2, we compute:
[
I R it I ] 2 12 R it 12IW (zo W = -a ~ e - a = a - e ')
11+ a(a - Relt) I I(Rae1t - (1 + laI2))I~
[
21al + R ] 2 . .. .< Rial _ (1 + 10,12) (usmg IA - BI :;:, IAI - IElm the denominator)
o [Rlal- 2gl+ lal') + lal ..~,)r
< [210,1 2]2 = J(
I~I- (1 + 10,12)+ 210,1- (1 + lal2)lal2 .
The last inequality holds because
2 1+ 10,12 (1+ 10,12)10,12 1 + 10,12 210,1- (1+ 10,12)10,12
R > 10,12 -¢:::=:? R < 2 -¢:::=:? 10,1- R > 2
1 2
-¢:::=:? lal- H-j(aI2< 210,1- (1 + lo,I2)laI2·
Then,
I ( )2 I ') 2}/ 2Iz 11= HI Zo + Zo :;:, IZo I - IvV (zo) I~ > IZo I - J( > Ia 12+ J( -\ = Ia 12'
so Zo 1:- Sa· In short, no point z with Izl > 1;12 + J( can be in Sa.
o
Theorems 2 and 3 relied on the fact that we have a set test value that these points'
moduli always exceed in the iteration. If you remember the reason we had to redefine
our definition for these sets, then you might realize that if we start increasing the
bound towards infinity the set will include the entire complex plane. In fact, we are
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able to use the previous theorems statements to show that this will in fact be true
for many of the points in the complex plane. This formally proves that each Jvla set
with 10,1> 1 is unbounded.
Lemma 5. If a E C with 10,1> I, then {z : Izl ~ 2} ~ Ma·
Using parts of the previous proofs help prove this lemma. Using these facts shows
that each point Zo has an iterative value of Izol + 1. This means that IZnl ::; 1 + Izol·
This is a very nice result because this is obvious when viewing the images of the sets,
but having the idea formalized allows it to be more rigorous in the statement as a
property of the J\i1a sets.
Proof. Let a E C with 10,1> 1.
As before, for z E C,
l!V(zW = 1 z - a 12 _ (z - o,)(z - a) _ Izl2 + 10,12 - 2Re(az) .
1 1 - az (1 - az)(l - az) 1+ lal21z12 - 2Re(az)
Hence,
{=::? 1 < Izl
Alternatively, IW(zW > 1 iff Izl < 1.
Therefore, for any Zo with Izol > 2 > I,
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Also, if Izol > 2, Zl = VV(zo)2 + Zo is a value that is in the disk centered at Zo with
radius 1, and so IZll > l.
Similarly, Z2 = VV(Zl)2 + Zo has IZ21> 1 (and IZ21< 1+ Izol), which happens for each
n:
Zn = vV(zn - 1)2 + Zo has IZnl > 1, and IZnl < 1 + Izol·
So Zo E Ma·
o
The previous lemma was able to prove only that a certain unbounded portion of
the complex plane belonged to Ma. This set represents all points in the complex
plane outside of a circle centered at 0 with a radius of 2. Again, this is a nice
result, but we see from the visual representations of these Ma sets that the complex
plane as a whole is part of the ll;!a sets except possibly a itself. This idea seems
intuitive enough, but trying to prove it has been difficult. This next theorem extends
the lemma previously stated. We are able also to include all of the a values with
lal = 1, the important unit circle-the boundary of the unit disk in the complex plane.
We have already proved this result when lal >
1. We therefore need to prove 1\;f0. sets are un-
Theorem 6. 11;10. 'is unbounded when lal ~ l.
bounded when lal = l.
Figure 8: The A105+Oi set with test
Proof. When lal > 1, the result follows from value 100,000,000.
Lemma 5. If lal = 1, then a = eit for some t E JR.,
and,
:7 - a :7 eit zeitVV(z) == .~ = ~- -. = eit- when Z i= eit
1 - liz 1 - e-1t Z e,t - z'
Hence H/(z)2 = ei2t whenever Z i= a. This fact means the iterative process z.; ==
HI (Zn-l) 2 + Zo has z., of the form e2it + Zo for any Zo E C\ {a}, and IZn I is the constant
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le2it + zol. Hence Zo E jl,;fa for any Zo E C\{a}.3
o
In the previous theorem we were able to show that all Jv1a sets with lal 2: 1 are
unbounded sets. The proof of the theorem essentially shows that when lal = I, the
set will contain the entire complex plane except possibly a, rather than just a subset
of it such as all points z such that Izol > 2. We now state this formally.
Corollary 7. When lal = I, C\{a} ~ j\;la.
P1'Oof. The result is a restatement of the fact that Zo E ]\![a for any Zo E C\ {a}.
o
This section discussed the current results that we have obtained from our study of
the Generalized Mandelbrot sets. There are other principles that we have conjectured.
For example, we believe II/[a is unbounded when lal < 1. In fact, we conjecture that
C \ {a} ~ Jl./fa for all a E C. Because of time limitations, however, the results were
not completed. This research only represents a beginning look into the properties
of these sets and their properties. The vast number of possible fractals represents
further avenues for research. One of the most exciting aspects of the research into
these fractals is the stunning pictures that are created. These visual representations
provide a strong basis to conjecture properties. The pictures also give tangible results
that can create excitement in others when viewing the research.
3Sometimes a turns out to be in l'-'la (such as for (1, = -1) and sometimes it does not (such as for
a = 1).
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IV Further Sets
The Sa sets introduce examples of a vast number of sets using complex functions,
including ones other than the Blaschke factor. We used the general definition:
8(f(z), N, K(f)) given in Section II. We examined many different functions into
the process and produced several fantastic pictures. The first type of functions we
present here are transcendental functions. These functions have interesting qualities
and properties which are a nice lead into the reason to investigate the sets they pro-
duce. The first transcendental function used was cos z. The iterative process for this
set reads as: Zn+l = cos Zn -+ Zoo This process produces wonderful pictures in terms
of complexity and visual beauty.
As you might notice in the Figure 9, there are many interesting aspects to the
picture. This represents an avenue for research to investigate the specific properties
that occur inside this set. This set was produced using a test value 10,000 and 1,000
iterations. Since the sets generated are able to be done with multiple test values and
iterations, one question that might come to mind is "What will happen to this set as
we change the test value?" The study of the Blaschke factor showed that if their test
value is increased to a large enough value, the whole cornplex plane will be inside of
the set. When producing S(cosz,K(f),N), we find the opposite occurs. One will
notice this effect in Figure 10.
The interior of the set, the black part, stays essentially the same in each of these
reproductions. The difference lies in the coloring outside of the main set. This leads
to some interesting questions, such as: What is the test value needed to properly
represent this set? Is it similar to the Mandelbrot set? For example, if IZnl > 1000 for
some n, is it always the case that zo's iteration produces moduli that go to infinity?
These questions are still being explored to try to understand these sets in a deeper
sense. The extent of the research into these sets has amounted to some conjectures
being formed. However, the conjectures derived from the study of the pictures have
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Figure 9: 8( cos z, 1000, 10000)
(a) 8(cosz, 100, 1000) (b) S(cosz,1000,1000) (c) S(cosz, 10000, 1000)
Figure 10: 8(cos,z,K(J),N) sets with different N values.
not led to new theorems or proven properties as of yet.
The set S(cosz,K(f),N) has many different interesting aspects and qualities.
One such quality that is very noticeable in the set is something we have labeled the
'red-veiling effect.'. This 'red-veiling' leads to the boundaries of the set being in a
sense chaotic. The effect appears in the pictures as a kind of cloud over the set,
which is colored black in our pictures. The previous pictures, Figures 9 and 10,
allows a look into this effect first-hand and may be one of the first things noticed by
many who view this set. The reason for this effect is not really understood at this
moment, but many preliminary ideas to as why it has shown up have been explored.
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(a) S(cos z, 1000, 1000) (b) S(cosz, 1000, 1000)
Figure 11: Depictions of 8(cos z, K(f), N) using same K(f) and N with different
calculation methods.
Many of these original ideas were based on the 'limited' ability of the cornputer.
In a sense, the computer limits the ability to produce pictures that have a infinite
number of iterations that may give a more true representation of the set. An infinite
number may make a clear difference in the set, but remember that the Mandelbrot
set is pretty easily generated using a small number of iterations for each complex
point, even as low as 50 in some cases. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that
having 1,000 iterations for each point gives a relatively true representation of the set.
The next idea centered around the precision of the calculations used in the program.
Java in particular has built in functions to calculate sin z, cos z, cosh z, sinh z, and e".
This leads to a question of the accuracy of these functions. In order to alleviate
this concern, specific functions that are numerically stable were written in order to
calculate each of these individual values. This was tested and shown not to make any
significant difference between the sets, except in how the screen was colored outside
of the set, showing that there was no discernible difference in the depiction of the
set itself. Figure 11 displays the differences between the depictions, calculating them
using the exact same parameters but different ways of calculating the functions in
question.
Again, as noted before there isn't a difference between the two depictions in terms
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Figure 12: S( cos z, 1000, 10000) [rom - 51T to 51T
of points in the set. This alleviated the concern over the precision problem. This
issue was the last thought tested as to why the red-veiling effect happens. This
veiling effect needs to be studied more to understand why it happens. It is one of the
more interesting aspects of the set. Another feature of this set is a periodicity across
the complex plane. Because cos z is a periodic function, so is the set; the iterative
process preserves it. Figure 12 displays what happens when you produce a picture of
the set from -51T to 51T.
The pictures that were produced using cos z had fantastic results. Although there
wasn't enough time to study many of the properties of this set, it was nonetheless
very satisfying to work on because of the visual beauty of the produced pictures. The
next avenue was to study other generalized sets using different functions. These sets
produced using sin z also created some fascinating pictures. Figure 13 is a standard
depiction of the set.
These S(sinz, K(f), N) sets have a similar flavor to the S(cosz, K(J), N) sets,
but they have very distinct features. One aspect to note are the leaves that come
off of the main 'bulbs' of the sets; this effect also happens in the cos z sets that were
produced. Even the red-veiling effect shows up in the sin z sets. The fact that the
sin z sets have this effect is a quite pleasant result. This leads to the conclusion that
some property of trigonometric functions are the cause for why this effect shows up.
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Figure 13: S(sin Z, 1000, 10000)
Figure 14: S(sin Z, 1000, 10000) [rom - 51T to 51T
The sin Z sets also have a 21T periodicity along the real axis as can be seen in Figure
14.
The fact that the sin z sets has the periodicity is a good sign because the cos z
sets have the same property. As noted before, it is very reasonable to expect the
sets produced by sin z and cos z to have similar flavors in terms of the visual repre-
sentations. Since the pictures have many similar properties, it gives a sense that the
representations are verified, or at least substantiated in a strong way. These two func-
tions represent the extent of the research into trigonometric functions to produce the
generalized sets. The next transcendental functions that we studied stemmed from
the exponential function. Again, the process Zn-I-l = eZn + Zo produces a fascinating
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Figure 15: S(eZ, 1000, 1000)
set. Figure 15 is a picture of the set.
Figure 15 also has a figure in the set that repeats in the complex plane, but here
the figure repeats about the imaginary axis, rather than the real axis as in sin z and
cos z. The set also has a boundary on the real line where every point to the left will
be in the set. This is an initial conjecture that is pretty obvious from a picture of
this set. The interesting parts of this set lie in a small interval on the real line. This
interval contains the figure that is of the most interest. The figure that repeats has
a lot of complexity (in terms of the points that are not in the set), more so than just
on the boundary of the actual set colored in black.
We then constructed S( e-z2 , 1000, 1000). The function e-z2 is of particular interest
to mathematicians. It is, for example, the bell curve in statistics when z is real. The
set produced using this process has some interesting aspects like the other sets, but
it is still unique. Figure 16 is a picture of the set.
The most interesting parts of these sets come from the chaos present in the middle
of the picture. This chaotic behavior in the rniddle of this depiction is possibly the
best avenue for continued research. Time constraints have limited the study of the sets
produced by transcendental functions. The eventual goal is to have a continuation of
this research that looks fully into these properties, and produces more fractals that
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Figure 16: 8(e-Z2, 1000,1000)
Figure 17: T( cos Z + cos Zo, 1000, 1000)
are visually appealing.
The next generalized sets discussed in this section are an extension of the original
definition used for the 8(f(z), K(f), N) sets. This extension allows the complex
constant that is being added in the process to be put through the main function. In
more explicit terms, instead of having just Zn+l = f(zn) + zo, we can have a process
Zn+l = f(zn)+ f(zo). We label these sets formally as T(f(z), K(f)' N). This produces
still more interesting pictures that can be studied and enjoyed for their beauty. The
pictures below show many of the sets produced using this extended definition. The
captions display the functions used to produce each individual set.
The last set studied in the scope of this research was the one produced with
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Figure 18: T(sin z + sin zo, 1000, 1000)
Figure 19: T([t-=-;~l2 + [t_:,~~F at .1 + .Iz , 1000, 1000)
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(z+I)2 )Figure 20: S(e z-1 ,1000,10000
the singular inner function. Here the iterative function is Zn-I-l = e(~:~~i)2+ Zoo The
singular inner function is of interest because of the special properties that it has. This
includes mapping the entire unit disk JD) to itself, along with being analytic on the
unit disk. We have used a color scheme for the representa.tion of this set to highlight
this fact. The points that lie outside the unit disk are colored white, while the other
points are colored according to how they act in the iterative process. This set was
produced at the final stages of the research and the depth of the study of the set was
strictly constrained to the production of the set. However, the picture of the set is
still interesting and has fascinating qualities. The pole at Z = 1 of the singular inner
function is clearly influencing the behavior of the set. There is a ray emanating from
this pole at a 45° angle to the bottom left where much of the chaos in the set occurs.
The next section of this thesis discusses the algorithms used for the production
of these sets. The computer program used when creating these pictures is given in
Appendix A. The discussion of the algorithms simply present pseudo-code when de-
scribing the prograrn. Any user ca.n use their preferred language when programming.
It is important to remember that rnuch of the interest from mathematicians in fractals
comes from the special mathematical properties, but the public's interest generally
stems from the visual beauty and complexity that these sets have intrinsically. This
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fact makes the computer production of the sets extremely important; the need to
create excitement for the study of these sets. For example, we want someone to be
able to use the program to visualize whatever portion of the set they want to see.
The next section describes how such algorithms of the computer program work.
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V Generalized Mandelbrot Set Algorithms
V.I Introduction
This section discusses the algorithms used to display the Generalized Mandelbrot
sets. Some of these algorithms are well known, while others were developed during the
scope of the programming in order to study our sets. The first main program produced
visualizations of the Blaschke factor generalized sets. Many of the algorithms that
are discussed were developed during this initial phase. This program provided a
framework for the specific programs used to produce the generalized sets with other
functions. We discuss and analyze the general algorithms used, then the specific
algorithm used to calculate the fractals associated with the Blaschke factor. Finally,
the algorithms for the other functions that used in the production of sets are discussed
and analyzed, including cos z, sin z, e".
V.II Mandelbrot Algor ithm
The general algorithm used to produce the Mandelbrot set is well known and easy to
follow. It was first published in 1985 in an article in Scientific American: [9] We used
this same algorithm with some modifications.
We begin by computing a correspondence between the pixels in the window to
points in the complex plane as follows: 1. The window size is set by the user.
The range the user enters for the real and imaginary axes are used to find two scales
between pixels in our window. Two scales are calculated: one for the vertical direction
and one for the horizontal direction. The formula for these are: x-gap = :~~i-;li~~.,y-
gap = K!0~!lt . 2. Each pixel in the window, represented as a complex number zo,
is iterated through 'Zn+l = z~ + Zo where the pixel's complex value is Zoo Since zn's
are complex values, they have an imaginary and real part, which are calculated as
described in the introduction. Next, Zn+l is compared to a test value (this test value
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is 4 for the Mandelbrot set). This tells us if the pixel is in the set. 3. The coloring
of pixels is then determined by two cases. First, if the pixel is in the set, the pixel is
colored black. Second, the pixel is colored by the coloring algorithm according to the
number of iterations it takes for Zo to become larger than the test value.
This algorithm produces a visual representation of the Mandelbrot set, and it can
be easily generalized and used for the Generalized Sets. This algorithm's runtime can
be calculated by looking at three values used in the program. These values are the
dimensions of the window and then the largest number of iterations a point can run
through. Theoretically, the number of iterations is unbounded for any given complex
point. So, in practice we limit n to 1,000. The tirne complexity for the worst case
for this algorithm, or where every pixel in the window would be in one of our sets,
is width· height· 'iterations. Typically, we set the window around 1200 . 800 ~1
million pixels. This leads to the number of operations for the worst case in the
program taking around a billion operations. One possible concern that arises from
limiting the number the number of iteration centers around the integrity of the visual
representation of the set-s-is the picture compromised in any way? This concern,
however, becomes unwarranted because it turns out the detail of the set doesn't
change in any significant way when the number of iterations is 1,000 or 10,000 or
even 100,000. It turns out from a quick test case that the number of points inside of
the Mandelbrot set using our algorithm goes from 130,795 pixels at 1,000 iterations to
130,522 at 10,000 and then to 130,505 at 100,000. The increased computing time then
represents a diminishing return. In this case, 1,000 iterations serves the production
of these sets fine, and the tests reveal similar results for the Generalized Sets. Vve
see from the above calculations that only .2 percent of the pixels in the set at 1,000
iterations are lost once when the number of iterations is increased to 100,000. It's safe
to assume this is practically insignificant and we conclude 1,000 iterations serves as
a nice cutoff point between precision and performance. The tests also show that 100
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iterations generally is much less accurate compared to 1000 iterations. The number
of pixels in the Mandelbrot using our program at 100 is 133,936. This is an almost 2.5
percent increase from 1000 iterations. This could possibly change the boundary of the
set and is another reason we use 1000 iterations for our depictions of the Generalized
Sets.
V.III Blaschke Algorithm
The Mandelbrot algorithm above was the framework for producing Generalized Sets.
The general iteration for the Mandelbrot set is Zn+l = z~,+ zo, using the function
Z2 in the iterative process and checking to see if each point diverges to infinity or
stays bounded, as discussed in the introduction. vVe generalized this formula to
Z - f( '" ) + Z 01' Z f() + j'( ~) We also introduce a "test 1)OllI1d"~n+l - ~n 0 ~n+l = Zn "'0 .
for each iteration to be compared against rather than just checking for divergence.
Here f is any complex function. The challenge then lies in calculating the iterative
value for each complex point in our window. The solution to this challenge lies in
rewriting each in terms of the real and imaginary parts, not dissimilar to the process
for the Mandelbrot set. The first function used in creating Generalized Sets was
2 2
f(zn) = [t.:z;:-z:] ,using the iterative process Zn+l = [:':Z;:-Z~,J + Zoo
First, we calculate Zn+l = [zn:-a] 2 + Z00 We then 'write Zn+l as x + iy. This
l-azn
formula then becomes:
Now, to sirnplify let c = [(1 + x~ - y~)xo - (1 + x6 + Y6)xn + 2:cnYnYO], d =
[(l-:r;,+y~Jyo-(l +:c6+Y6)Yn+2xnYnxO], and e = [1-2xoxn -2Y()Yn+(x;,+y~) (x6+y6)]·
Then, the equation for Zn+l becomes: (C2;;;cl2 + xo) + i (2ecil + Yo). This equation is
used in the algorithm to produce the Blaschke generalized sets. A loop iterates each
pizel to determine which pixels lie inside, and outside, of the set. The pseudo-code
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for this part of the program is as follows, given we start with a cornplex number a
for our Blaschke factor (remember a = 0 for the Mandelbrot set) and Zo which is the
complex number tested:
Pseudo-code:
ItemtionO
Xa = Teal(a)
Ya = irnag(a)
Xo = Teal(zo)
Yo = irnag(zo)
for(n < itemt'ions)
c = ((1 + (x~) - (y;)) . xn) - ((1 + (x;J + (y~)) . xa) + (2· Xa . Ya . Yn)
d = ((1 - (x;) + (y~)) . Yn) - ((1+ (x:J + (y~)) . Ya) + (2· Xa . Ya' xn)
e = (1 - (2· (xn . xa)) - (2· (Yn . Va)) + (((x;) + (y~)) . ((x~,) + (y?t))))
x = (((c2) - (d2))j(e2)) + Xo
Y = ((2 * c * d)j(e2)) + Yo
if((.T . x) + (y. y) > bound)
end
Notice this forrnula also produces the Mandelbrot set, so two tasks are accom-
plished at the same time. The runtime for this algorithm is essentially identical to
the runtime for the Mandelbrot set algorithm.
V.IV Coloring Algor ithrn
The Mandelbrot set's most stunning pictures rely on the coloring near the bound-
ary. Coloring of the Generalized Sets then becomes important. Developing a strong
coloring algorithm helps display the beauty of these sets. The coloring algorithm
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determines the color of each point in the window of the Generalized Sets. Many
coloring algorithms use the "escape times" -the number of iterations a point takes
to exceed a certain test value-of each point (the same as we do for our program).
The true visual beauty of these sets lie in the choas of their boundaries. Providing
the stunning visual aspect adds to the excitement of studying these sets.
The coloring algorithm's main input, as noted in the previous paragraph, is a
variable that is determined according to the escape times of each point. Specifically,
the escape times are parameterized in such a way to ensure that they fall between
o and 1. In other words, if the maximum number of iterations is 1,000 and a point
escapes after n iterations, then escape-the variable-equals l~~O' Escape is saved
for each individual point in the window. Then the variable is put into a function to
vary the color. The functions used in this algorithm relate to the Bernstein poly-
nomials. A Bernstein polynomial is of the form: bv,n(x) = (~).1:v(1 - x)n-v.[8] The
specific functions used are shown in the pseudo-code below. Colors are made on a
computer by taking three or four values that are then placed on an RGB scale. This
scale stands for red, green, and blue, each being a component of a color. Another
variable that can be added to these three is an alpha value. This value determines
the transparency of a color, with a high value being non-transparent and a low value
being completely transparent. In Java specifically, the color is constructed by taking
these four values as integers, and a color is represented as (1', g, b, a). It is preferable
to have "continuous" -a, gradient coloring pat tern-coloring of these sets rather than
having "bands" -single colors that form a band around the set-of colors around the
sets. To have a continuous coloring algorithm, a function is needed that produces a
specific value for each "escape time". This function allows the computer to create
very specific colors for each individual point. As discussed above, the functions cre-
ated used an adaptation of the Bernstein polynomials. This scheme is perfect for this
algorithm because of the Bernstein polynomial behavior in the interval [0,1]. These
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functions have an output ranging from 0 to 255, with 255 being the highest integer
that can be used for the red, green, blue, or alpha value in creating a color, as we
move across the interval [0,1]. Specifically, we are able to make them vary from 0 to
255 by multiplying the base functions by a certain constant. Further, these functions
are constructed so that each peaks in a specific area in this interval. This creates
better color complexity for the points that are escaping towards infinity.
Pseudo-code:
/ / arrayconta'iningescapepoints j orpixelsinunruioui
mb[][]loop(i < height)
loop(j < width)
if(l < mb[j] til < 2) /Imean'ing the iteroiion escaped in the [irst 01' second step
COlOT= white
fillpixel(j, i, 1, 1) / / jill the pixel at position j, i with white
if(mb[j] til = 0)
color = black
fillpixel(j, i, 1, 1) I I fill pixel at position j, i with black
if(2 < mb[j][i] < 1vI ax! ter-ations) / [tneosiuu; the iteration escaped late
rnb[j][i]I Mox Iteroiiotis Ilvariable we cr-eate that is between 0 and 1
colo'!' = COloT((int)(14 * (1 - cont)5 * cant * 255),
(-int) (29 * (1 - cont)3 * cont2 * 255),
(int)(9.4 * (1 - cont) * cont3 * 255), 255); / [red colo'!' to white
fillpixel(j, i, 1, 1); Iljill pixel at position j, i with color
coni =
The runtime of the coloring algorithm is essentially equal to the time to save the
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escape time of each point and to produce a color for each pixel. This means that
the time complexity is equal to the number of pixels that are in the windows of the
sets. More specifically, if a window has dimensions 1200 pixels by 800 pixels, then
the runtime is about a million operations. This saving operation is done inside of the
loops that iterate each point. Then the parameterized variable is calculated for each
individual point. Next, the variable is plugged into the functions to create a new
color, which is then used to color the pixel appropriately. The time complexity for
these steps essentially boil down to a small constant times the total number of pixels.
In other words, this algorithrn takes n * 960,000 operations, where ti < 50.
v.v Movie Algorithm-Line
During the study of these sets, it was important to showcase how these sets changed
as the parameter a moved about the complex plane. In order to show how these sets
changed as a moved about the complex plane, a "movie"-a slide show consisting of
many pictures-needed to be created. The frames in the movies are each a picture of
a set produced by a specific a value, then the pictures are used to produce the movie
in a movie-making program.
The user inputs the values for the parameter a to determine what movement in
the complex plane the movie shows. For instance, one could have the movie show
the change in the sets as a moves from -2 to 2 on the real line. Once the inputs are
obtained, a parameterization is calculated for a. The program then runs the general
algorithm for each single a value, producing a picture for each. Specifically, let's say
the user wants to see how the sets change from -1 to 1 on the real axis. The program
creates pictures of each Generalized Set from -1 to 1 by a.clding 1-( jll = I m;jpicsnumo 'p~cs LU .
to a = -1 until we reach 1. The user can also input values for a to vary in the vertical
direction.
Pseudo-code:
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xgap = ((x2 - xl)/200)
ygap = ((y2 - yl)/200)
/ [start. JOT loop to make images JOT geneTalized sets
for(yloop = yl; yloop < y2; yloop = yloop + ygap)
for(xloop = xl; xloop < x2; xloop = xloop + xgap)
Iteration()
Note, z l , x2, yl, y2 are all inputs from the user where xl is the start for the parame-
terization of the real values and x2 the stopping point. The same is true for yl and y2.
As you can see from the above code, we create the pictures desired for the movie
as the program moves the parameter a about the complex plane. Notice this specific
movement algorithm only moves in a horizontal or vertical line about the plane.
This construction is a natural place to start when developing algorithms that create
movies to display how these sets change when moving about the complex plane. The
question then is-What other movements should we consider? Would moving about a
linear function in the complex plane show us interesting aspects of these sets? Would
moving in a circle about the complex plane give us different insight into these sets?
These types of questions led us to develop different algorithms to produce slide shows
of the sets utilizing other movement patterns.
The time complexity of this movement algorithm is the time required to create
a single picture of one of the Generalized Sets multiplied by the number of pictures
that are created for the movie. In this way, the runtime is P . iterations . 960,000,
where p =nllmber of pictures. For the case 'where both the imaginary and real values
are parameterized, the runtime is: PI . P2 . iterations· 960,000, where lJI =nv,mber of
pictures [or real oalues and P2 =tiumber of pictures fOT imagina:ry values. When both
directions vary, the process of producing the pictures generally takes a substantially
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longer period of time.
V.VI Movie Algorithm-Circle
The next algorithm produced to illustrate a movement of the parameter a about the
complex plane is one that moves in a circle. The study of the change in the sets by
this movement could give insight into their properties. The unit disk is one of the
most studied areas in the complex plane and this movement can demonstrate how
these sets change as we rnove about it. Developing this algorithm allows one to see
these sets in a unique way, while also providing something interesting for the general
public.
The algorithm begins by taking a single input. This input is the radius that is
desired for the circle that moves about the complex plane. Then, from this, we move
in a circle by calculating what the next imaginary number should be for a as we add
nltr;';PiCS to the angle. The angle addition uses a similar idea to the first movement
algorithm discussed, where we have a number of pictures to create for the slide show,
and depending upon the number of pictures desired, we calculate how much we move
from one frame to the next. This is done by recalculating a using the new angle,
while keeping the radius constant.
Pseudo-code:
l 27Tang egap = iiumojpics
for( doubleasiqle = 0; angle <= (2 * M ath.P I); angle+ = a:nglegap)
xloop = Tad-ius· cos( angle)
yloop = radius . sin (angle)
Iteration()
This circular movement algorithm runs in similar time to the previous movement
algorithm. In this sense, the runtime is ri- iterations 960, 000. Here, n is the number
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of pictures desired for the movie.
V.VII Zoom Algorithm
One of the most amazing features of the Mandelbrot set lies in the complexity of
the chaotic boundary. The boundary shows the self-similarity of the Mandelbrot set.
Since this is one of the most fascinating properties of the Mandelbrot set there is a need
to view this aspect for our research. The Generalized Sets also tend to have a similar
property. Many do not have self-similarity, but they tend to have chaotic boundaries
that resemble Julia sets. [6] This is an exciting aspect and one that requires further
study. Zooming in on the boundary of these sets, or other "interesting" parts of the
sets, creates visually appealing pictures.
The zooming algorithm works by creating the depiction of the set in an active
window. The user can then click the pointer in the location they want to zoom. The
program then saves the picture that is currently being viewed and zooms into the
new location, resetting the dimensions of where the set is being viewed. The user can
continue to zoom until a desired level is reached. At each level of the zoom, once the
dimensions of the set are recalculated, each pixel in the window is recalculated and
colored accordingly, in a sense "repainting" the window. This repainting works in the
same way as the general algorithm for producing the Generalized Sets. The pictures
in Figure 21 show the ability of the zoom function in our program and some of the
beautiful pictures that it Can create.
The runtime for this algorithm is essentially the same as the algorithm used to
produce a single Generalized Set. Hence, the runtime is 'itemi'ions·960, 000. There are
instances where this zoom algorithm tends toward the worst case in time complexity,
but also instances where the runtime is faster. This occurs when one zooms into
an area where almost every pixel in the window is in the set, or when the opposite
is true. Then each point will either go through the maximum number of iterations
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(a) cos z + Zo (b) We found (c) A closer (d) A Man- (e) Full Man-
a Mandelbrot view delbrot set delbrot set
set
(f) Zooming (g) Closer (h) A Man- (i) Zooming (j) Closer
further in the view delbrot set further in the view
set set
Figure 21: A zoom into S(cosz, 10000, 1000).
or close to the minimum number of iterations (namely under 10 iterations). Still,
the technical worst case runtime of this zoom algorithm at each step of a zoom is
iterations· 960,000 and generally is faster in terms of actual performance.
V.VIII ?, .. 2 z+l •COSZ, sin z, e~, e-Z , and ez-1 Algor ithrns
The definition we provide in the first chapter allows the production of many other
sets where J(z) is chosen. One such complex iteration we used in the further study of
the generalized sets was Zn-l-l = cos Z + zoo The motivation for the further study was
')
brought in part by the fact that the 1I1a sets using J (z) = U-=-aazt are all unbounded.
This means that every single point in the cornplex plane belongs to these sets as long
as a large enough test value is used. Pictorially, this can be understood as every point
in the picture of an 1I1a set being colored black. This does not crea.te an interesting
picture. So we extended the definition to allow for any j(z), which brings a multitude
of new sets that have interesting qualities. For instance, when using j(z) = cos z we
produce stunning pictures. Figure 22 is one of the visual representations we produced
of this set using our coloring algorithm.
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-Figure 22: The S( cos z , 10000, 1000) set.
The challenge in programming these new functions lie in altering the formulas into
something that can be interpreted by a computer. The rest of the computer program
is the same for these extended sets. The process for calculating this iteration is
similar to what was done for the Blaschke factor discussed earlier in this chapter.
Now we present the pseudo-code for Zn+l = cos Zn + Zo, with Zn = x., + iYn and
Zo = Xo + iyo. It needs to be noted that cos Z = e-iz2+eiZ. Then, the iteration
Zn+l = cos Zn + Zo = eiZrl+2e-izn + Zoo Through some manipulation this can be rewritten
in such a way that it can be easily formulated into a computer. In this case Zn+l =
[.5(e-yn + eYn) COSXn + xo] + i[.5(e-Yn + eYn)sinxn + Yo].
The next function we studied was sin z. The function sin Z has the complex repre-
sentation eiz2~-iZ. Using this representation we can rewrite the formula for the itera-
tion Zn+l = sin Zn +Zo as zn+l = [.5(«>+eYn) sin Xn +xo] +'i[.5(eYn - e-Yn) cos :Cn+Yo].
The rest of the functions that we studied all start with the e as a base raised to
some power. \IVe start with eZ used as the function in our extended definition for the
Generalized Mandelbrot sets. The iteration is then Zn-H = eZn + Zoo As before we need
to write this formula in terms of the real and imaginary parts so that we can program it
into a computer. The iteration then becomes Zn+l = [eTn -cos Yn+xo]+i[eXn -sin Yn +yo].
The pseudo-code is almost exactly similar to the previous two presented for cos Z and
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-sin Z so we will leave it out.
The next function we used in the production of the Generalized Mandelbrot sets
was e-z2. The iteration is then Zn+l = e-z;, + Zo = [e(Y;-x;;) . cos(2xnYn) + xo] +
'i[-e(Y;'-:v;U . sin(2xnYn) + Yo]. Again, the pseudo-code is not presented as it is almost
similar to the previous codes for cos Z and sin z and requires a small change in the
way that the real and imaginary parts are calculated for the Zn term.
The last function used in the production of Generalized Sets was e;!i. The itera-
2,,2 L2 2 2 " .. 2 +2 2 - 2z+1 ( ?-' Yn- ) '. (~)ln )
tion is then Z -1-1 = eZ;'-1 +zo = [e :;:n+vi1.-2xn+1 -cosf ,4!Jn )+xo]+i[e '"ii.+v~.-2"n+l .
11. x?,+!J~.-2x71'+1
sin ( ,2 + i=:~. +1) + yo], Using these formulas we then change the calculation method in
Xn. 1Jn .....xn
the above pseudo-codes for cos Z or sin Z to reflect the new formula when calculating
Zn·
The runtimes for all of these algorithms run very similar to the algorithm for the
general Mandelbrot set. These algorithms generally take somewhat longer because
of function calls to calculate the sine and cosine values, along with the exponential
function e". Still the overall time complexity falls into the range of the general
algorithm for the Mandelbrot set with a small increase in the overall running time,
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VI Conclusion
Nonlinear complex functions provide Generalized Sets with chaotic features. This
paper used, in addition to Mandelbrot's Z2, the functions J(z) = ({-=-a~.J2, f(z) =
cos z , f(z) = sin z, f(z) = eit, J(z) = e-z2, and f(z) = e~:':i. Each set produced
fantastic pictures. We zoomed into the boundaries of these sets to view the chaotic
behavior in a microscopic sense. We also parameterized input values for the Blaschke
factor, which created movies and slide shows that viewed these sets in very interesting
ways. It is important to note we are not limited by just a single picture that is
produced of the sets. Rather, we have a plethora of research opportunities that were
followed and can continue to be researched.
The research had many different avenues at the onset. The initial development of
the computer program to view the Generalized Mandelbrot sets iI/fa was extremely
successful. It provided the framework for the study and production of the other
Generalized Sets produced. The development of the zooming algorithm helped view
some of the most interesting aspects in some of these sets, including the appearance
of the Mandelbrot set in the set produced by cos z. The algorithms developed to
create movies of the Generalized Sets proved to be extremely useful in displaying how
these sets change to an audience. These movies are interesting by themselves, but
when coupled with an understanding of the Generalized Set's behavior it allowed for
a deeper understanding of the properties governing these sets. In fact, the computer
program provided a basis for the deeper mathematical study of the Generalized Sets.
Without the program, many of the theorems proven and conjectures made would not
have occurred. Overall, this research has had numerous successes in terms of new
research into an area that is somewhat unknown, producing interesting pictures and
movies that would induce excitement, and sometimes awe, in people who view thern.
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A The Java Program Code
import j avavut t I .• ;
import java. io. *;
import j avaxv svfng.e ,
import java. ave *;
import java.awt event .*;
import j avax . rmage tc . ImagoIO;
import java. avt . imago. Buf fer-ed Image ;
import java. avt image *
tupor-t java. text. "';
import j avav avt georn *;
import java. ave event. *;
import java. avt Color;
class Cjo scr extends WindowAdapter{
public void windo\ilClosing(WindowEvont e) {
System.exit(O) ;
class Mandelbrotl extends JPanol implements Houscl.Ls tener-, nousevnee.n.i st.cner i
/ /variables
int NexIuer at t one II< 1000;
double xO .. 0;
double yO ::< 0 j
double x .. 0;
double = 0;
double xuemp "" 0;
double yt emp =< 0;
double cneck-n ,
Color color;
int r gb '" 0;
//blaschke variables
public double xaI ... 0;
public double xaz "" 0;
public double yal .. 0;
public double ya2 "" 0;
double realz "" 0;
double imagz '" 0;
double den == O·
double realzO '" 0;
doublo imagzO ,.. 0;
dcubl e deno .. 0;
double cent; ." 0;
/ /wrndov size
public static final int WINDOW_WIDTH'"1024;
public suat t c final int WINDOW_HEIGHT""140;
/ /gaps
public doublo firs'tXDim '" 0;
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public: double secondXDim '" 0;
public double firstYDim .. 0;
public double secondYDim "" 0;
public double tempfirstXDim .. 0;
public double tempsecondXDim '" 0;
public double tempfirstYDim "" 0;
public double tempsecondYDim "" 0;
double bound "" 0;
tnt; count = 0;
int [] [] mb;
double [] [] zd Lat ance :
/ Ifill Mandelbrot Array
double xgap '" 0;
double ygap '" 0;
double xagap = 0;
double yagap '" 0;
double xa1temp '" 0;
II constructor
public Mandelbrotl(){
setSize (1024.740) ;
addMouseListener (this);
addMouseWheelListener(this) ;
mbCa.Lc () ;
Ilcalculatos new mb]"] [] once values are changed for coloring
public void mbCalc () {
xgap "" (secondXDim-firstXDim) IWINDOW_WIDTH;
ygap .. (secondYDim-firstYDim) IWINDOW_IlEIGHT;
xagap ., (double) «xa2-xal) 1200) ;
yagap • (double) «ya2-y.1l 1200) ;
xat temp "" xat :
/Istart for loop to make images for Hande Lbr ot sets
for (double ya.Locp "" yal; yaj.oopc-yaz • yaloop+ ..yagap){
if (yagap •• O){ yagap++;
IIxa1 ... xaltemp;
for (double xa Loop "" xat : xa'Ioop o=xaz ; xa Icop+exagap) {
if (xagup=so) { xagap++; }
I/bound for calculations
if (xaloop""=O && yaLoop....O)
bound ~ 4;
else if (xaloop*xaloop+yaloop*yaloop <= 1)
bound"" 21 (xaloop*xaloop+yaloop*yaloop) ;
elsa if (xaloop*xaloop+yaloop*yaloop > 1)
bound .. 2'" (xaloop*xaloop+yaloop"'yaloop) ;
System, out .prtrrt Inf "Bound is : "e-bcund) :
IIIb '" now int [1027J [743] ;
zd t st.ance ... nev doubLe[1027] ['743) ;
int xdtrnons i onvu:
int ydimension=O;
Ilgo through each of the points in our designated area
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for (double .t=s econdvp im: i>"'firstYDim; i -"ygap) {
if(ygap··O){ i--l0; }
/ /move for dimensions in big array
xdfmens rcn=Oj
ydtmeus ton+s ;
tor (double j""firstXDim; j<=socondXDim; j+exgap) {
if(xgap"O){ j+·l0; }
/ /dimensions and resetting variables at each stop as Ole move across real line
xdamens ton+« ;
x "" 0;
y • 0;
r'ea Iz O'
imagz "" 0;
den ... 0;
xO - j;
yO - i;
/ /tor adding b Laachke factor constant
roalzO '" «1 +Lxe Iocpexa Ioop) - (ya Ioopeya.toop) exO) - «l+(xO*xO) +(yO*yO» *xaloop)+(2*xaloop*yaloop*yO) ;
imagzO .. (t i -Lxe toopexe ioop) +Cyaj.oopeya'loop) *yO) -( (1 +(xO*xO)+(yO*yO» »ye Lcop) +(2*xaloop*yaloop*xO) ;
denO =< (1- (2* (xuexa Lcop) - (2* (yueya.Loop) )+( «xaloop*xaloop)+(yaloop*yaloop) )*( (xO*xO)+(yO*yO»» ;
for(int k""1; kc=Hax Iuer-at.t ons : k++){
//calculato new z for iteration
realz ... « 1+ (xa'l.oopexa Locp) - (ya'loopeya'Loop) *x) - ( (1 + (x ex) +(y*y) ) «xal.oop) +(2*xaloop*yaloop*y) ;
tmagz '" «(1- (xaloop*xaloop)+(yaloop*yaloop» *y) -( (1+(x*x)+(y*y) )*yaloop)+(2*xaloop*yaloop*x) ;
den > (1-(2* (x= xa Ioop ) -(2* (yeya'toop) +( (LxaLoopexaj.oop) +Iyal.oopeyat.ocp) *( (xex) +(y*y»» ;
if (den "'''' 0) {
/ /adding blaschke constant
« (z-e a Lzer-ea.Lz) - (iUlagz*imagz» / (den=den) )+( «realzO*realzO) -(imagzO*imagzO» / (denO*denO»;
y "" «2*realz*imagz) / (deneden) +( (2*realzO*imagzO) / (denu=denu) ;
/ /adding complex constant
« {r-e a Lzer ea Lz) - (fmagz e.imaga) / (den eden) +xO;
y ... «2*realz*imagz) / (dens-den) +yO;
check"" (x*x)+(y*y);
zdistanco [xd imena i on] [yd i.mens Lon] "'check;
mb[xdimenSion] [ydimension] ""k;
break;
}alsa{
/ /adding blaschke constant
1*
*x "" « (realz*realz) -(imagz*imagz» / (don*dEm» +( «realzO*realzO) - (imagzO>l<lmagzO» / (donO*denO» ;
y "" «2*realz*imagz) / (den*den» +( (2*realzO*imagzO) /(doIlO*denO» ; */
/ /adding complex constant
« (realz*realz) - (imagz*imagz» / (den*den» +xO;
y .. «2*realz*imagz)/(dell'l<don»+yO;
check = (x*x)+(y*y);
/ /check for colors at fractal pOints
if (cbeck>bound) {
zdistance [xdimension] [ydimension] "'chock;
mb [xdimenslon] (ydimonsion] ~k;
break;
}//ond if for break in iterations to color/fill lllb alTay
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II if in set color black
if (checkc=bound) {
mb [xd Lmen s i on] Eydtmens Lonl =0;
}I lend else statement for break to fill mb array
}I lend for loop for iterative process to check numbers
}11€lnd for loop to go through x dimensions
}I lend for loop to go through y dimensions
Ilcreate the buffered images
mandelbrotBufferedlrnage(rnb, zdf st ance) :
}I lend for loop to go through x values of a
}I lend for loop to go through y values of a
IIZoom in function(5x zoom)
public void mouseClicked(MouseEven't e){
Ilvariables
double xpos f t Lon , ypo sLtif.on, xzoom , yZoom, xZoomGap, yZoomGap;
double getX "" (double)e.getXO;
double getY .. (doub Le) e .gotYO;
IIs8t variable values to zoom in to correct place
xpouf tion "" (double) (getX/1026) ; Ilcalculates where we are on the page
ypos i tion '" (double) (getY 1742) ; Ilwhere we are on the page
xposi tion = xpos f t Jon eCscccndxuirn-f irstXDim) ; Ilgives position according to scale
yposition "" yposition*(socondYDim-firstYDim) ;llgivos position according to scala
Ilwhere we clicked according to graph poa i t Lon
xZoom '" firstXDim+xposi uton i
yZoom ... secondvlifm-ypos tt t on ;
x:ZoomGap'" «secondXDim-firstXDim) 13) 12; I limplemonts 3x: zoom
yZoomGap "" (t seconovutrn-r t rs cvum) 13) 12;
I Inew gap calculations
secondXDim iI:I xZoom+xZoomGap;
firstXDim :I x:Zoom-xZoomGap;
secondYDim "" yZoom+yZoomGap;
firstYDim '" yZoom-yZoomGap;
Ilrecalculate tho mb[] (] array and repaint it
mbCalc() ;
repaint () ;
IIZoom out runct ton Izooms all the way out to original picture)
public void mouse'WheelHoved(MouseWhoelEvent e) {
Ilnew gap calculations
secondXDim "" tempsecondXDim;
firstXDim '" uempr f rsuxutm:
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secondYDirn '"' tompsecondYDim;
firstYDim .. tempfirstYDim;
//recalculate the tnb [] []array and repaint it
mbCalcO;
repaint () ;
/ /makos the buff€lred image that is saved to the disk
public void mande Lbr-ouuuf fer ed Image Ont [] [] mb , double [] [] zdf snance) {
//cr8ato bufferod image 'With Mandelbrot sot
Bufforedlmago MnndelbrotPic "" now Bur r er od Image Ct Oze , 746, Buf f er'ed lmage .TYPE_INT _RGB);
for(int 1""0; 1<"'740; i++){
f o r-{Lrrt j=c: j<=1024; j++){
/*if(1<-mb[j] rn && nufj I [i]<-2){
color .. new Color (255, 255. 255); / /"wh1t.e
rgb = color. getRCB () ;
MandolbrotPic. setHGB(j, i ,rgb);
FeLse */if(mb[j] [i]-·O){
MandolbrotPic. setRGB(j ,1 ,0);
}else if (Lc=mb Ij I (1] && mbIj I [iJ <exaxr cerer tcne y I
/ /cont "" « (doub Ie Imb Ij I [L] -Math .log( 01at11 .Log Czd'ts't ancu Ij I [1]» 1 (Hat.h . log (bound) ») IMaxlteratiolls) ;
1*1f «doublo)mb[j] [1] 1(doub Ie INaxIuer-at Lons <,., 0.05)
cant ... «doublo)mb[j] [i]/(doublo)MaxIteratiolls)+.025;
(llso*1
if (mbIj I [1] <= Math.1og(Math.log(zdistance Ij I [1])))
cont "" (doub Ie ImbEjl [i]/(doublo)Maxlterations;
else
cant "" « (dcub Lejmb Ij I Lil -Na't.h .log( (Hath .Log Czdi scance Ij l [1]» 1(Math .Log fbcund j ) ) IMaxltorations) ;
color '" new CoLor H rnu) (14* (f.-ccnu) *(f -cont.) » (L'-cont.) * (l-cont)* t i -ccnc) *cont*255) •
(Lnt ) (29* (i-cant)* (f -cont.) *(i-cont) *cont*cont*255). (Ln't ) (9.11*(f-cont.) *cont*cont*cont*25S), 255); 1hod color to wllito
rgb = color. gotHGB() ;
MandelbrotPic setHGB(j, i ,rgb) ;
}llond for loop to color imago
count++ ;
I I save image to f ilo
try
I I retrieve image
Fila outputfilo It: new File("a."+count+" .png");
ImagoIO. yrito(MandelbrotPic. "png". outputfile);
I ISystem.out .println("The picture saved. ");
} catch (IOException c) {
System .out. println("This didn't \Jork.");
I Ipain.ts new picture for tho \Jindo\J
public void paintComponent(Graphics g) {
for(int i"'O; i<"'"140; i++){
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ror-Ctrrt j"'O; j<"-'102tJ.; j++){
l*if(1<=mb[j] [1] && mb[j] [i] <o2){
color'" now Color(255. 255, 255);
g. set CoIor Ico Lor ) :
g.fillRect(j. 1, 1, 1);
}else*1 if(mb[j] [il--O){
g. se t Co Lo r l Co Lcr- .BLACK) ;
g.fillHect(J, i, 1, 1);
FoLse if (1<=II1b[j] [i] && mb[j] [i] <=Nax It.er-at t ons H
Ilcont .. « (double)mb Ej l [i) -Math .log( (Math .Log (zd Lst ance Ij l [1]» I (Matll log (bound) ») /Hax I'ter at Lons) ;
I*if «double)mb[j] [i] I (double)Maxlterations <= 0.05)
cant .. «double)rnb[j] [i]/(double)Maxlterations)+.025;
e Lsee Z
cant Q (doublo)mb Ij l (1] I (double)Maxltorations;
color ... now CoLor-I (Lnt ) (i4* (f -conu) >I< (i-cont)* (i-cont)* Cr-cont ) * (Lr-corrt ) *cont*25S) J
(fnu) (29* (Lr-cont ) *(i-cont) * (i-cont) *cont*cont*25S). (Lnt ) (9.4* (1-cont)*cont*cont*cont*255). 255); I Ired color to white
g. set CoLorIco Ior-) :
fillllect(J, i, 1, 1);
public void mousoEnterod(MouseEvent o){ }
public void mousoExited(MouseEvont e){ }
public void mousePressed (Housekvent; e) { }
public void mcusette Leaaed Gfousejiverrt e) { }
public class MandelbrotBlaschkoZoom extends JFrame{
Ilparts of our window
public Mandelbrotl map"" now NandeLbr-c't I () ;
public MandolbrotBlaschkeZoom() {
IIGet: x and y dimensions from user
J'I'ext Ff e ld xlField '" new JToxtFieldClO);
JTextFiold x2Field ,...new JTo:r.tField(10);
JToxtField ylField '"' now JTo:r.tField(10):
J'Jcxt.Pfe Ld y2Fiold ><0 new JToxtFioldClO);
JTextFiald xalFiold '" now JTextField(10);
JTextField xa ZfvfeLd
JTextField yalField
JTextField(10) ;
JToxtField (10) ;
JTextFiold ya2Field = nelol JTextFioldClO);
JPanel myPanolx .. new JPanel{);
myPanelx. sot Layout (now GridLayout (4 J 2) ;
myParlelx.add(new JLabel("Start X Dimonsion "»);
rnyPanelx add(xlFiold);
myPan€llx.add (Box . croateHorizontalStrut (15»; I I a spacer
myPanelx. add (new JLabol( "End X Dimonsion: "» ;
II1yPanclx.add (x2Fiald);
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mypane Lx .add (Box .createHorizontalStrut(15)) i / / a spacer
myPanelx.add(new .H.abc LfvS't ar-t; Y Dimenslon:"));
myvane Lx.add(ylFi€lld) ;
myPanelx. add (Box . createHorizontalStrut (15)); /1 a spacer
myPanelx.add(new JLabel("End Y D'imeu sLcu r vj ) ;
mypane Lx .add(y2Field) ;
mypanaLx . add (Boy.. createHorizontalStrut 05)); II a spacer
mypenej.x c add Cnev JLabel("Start X value for a:"));
mypane Lx.add(xalFiold) ;
myPanelx .add (Box . createBorizontalStrut (15)) i II a spacer
myp anaLx .add (new JLabel( "End X value for a: ")) ;
myvane Ix . add(xa2Field) i
myPanelx .add (Box .createHorizontalStrut (15)); II a spacer
myPanelx.add(now JLabel("Start Y value for a:");
myPanelx. add(yalField) ;
myPanelx .udd (Box .createHorizontalStrut (15)); II a spacer
myPanelx .ecd Cnev JLabel( "End Y value for a: ")) ;
myPanelx. add(ya2Field) ;
Lnt; resultx ". JOptionPane. showConfirmDialog(null, myPanelx,
"Pleaso Enter X-Dimensions:", JOptionPane. OK_CANCEL_OPTION);
if (result x .."., JOptionPane. OK_OPTION){
map. firstXDim = Double. parseDouble(xlField .getText ()) ;
map. secondxnim '" Double, parseDouble(x2Field. getText () ;
map. firstYDim "" Double. parse Double (ylField. getText();
map. secondYD1m "" Doub Le .par seuoub Ie (y2Field. getText()) ;
map. tempfirstXDim "" Double .parseDouble(xlField, getText (») ;
map. tempsecondXDim ... Double. parsoDouble(x2Field. getText ()) ;
map. tempflrstYDim .. Double .parseDouble(ylField. ge t'Text; () ;
map. tempsecondYDim "" Double. parseDouble(y2Field .getTox.t(») ;
map. xal '" Double. par sepoubj.e Cxa tp i e'ld . gat Text ()) ;
map. xa2 "" Double. par-seuoubj.e (xa2Field .getText ()) i
map. ya t 5> Double. parseDouble (y af.Ff.oLd .gotText () i
map. ya2 '" Double .parseDouble(ya2Field .getToxt()) ;
Ilcreate stuff
addWindowLlstenor( now Closer());
sotTitle("Mandelbrot Set");
setSize(1024, 740);
/ / content pane
Container set "" get~ContentPane () ;
set. sot Layout ( now DorderLayout ()) ;
map.mbCalc 0 ;
map. repaint () ;
sot.add(rnap, "Center");
Iishow everything
show() ;
public static void main( String args (]) {
MandolbrotDlaschkeZoom M "" new MandelbrotBlaschkoZoom() i
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Prograrn snippet for Innel" Function
for (double Lesecondvufm ; i>""firstYDim; i-=ygap){
if(ygap"O){ i-=10; }
/ /movo for dimensions in big array
xo tmens ton-u:
ydImens i on+e :
for (double j"'firstXDim; j c=s econdxufm: j+=xgap){
if(xgap'=O){ j+-l0; }
/Idimensious and r-eaat t tng variables at. each step as we move across real line
xd Imens fcn+e ;
x "" 0;
= 0;
roa1z '" 0;
imagz = 0;
den ... 0;
xO = j;
yO ... i;
l/inner(zO) parts
roa1z0 ... Math. cos(xO) *Math. cosh Cyo) ;
imagzO ,.. Mat.h.sin(xO)*Math.sinh(yO);
fc r Cfnt, k""1; kc=Hax I't.er-at t ons : k++) {
/ /calculato now z
realz '" Mat.h. exp( (2*x*x+2*y*y-2) / (x*x+y*y-2*x+1» *Mat.h. cos( (4*y) /(x*x+y*y-2*x+1» ;
imagz "" Math. oXP«2*x*x+2*y*y-2) I (x*x+y*y-2*x+l» «Hatih. cos « (-4)*y)1 (x*x+y*y-2*x+l»;
/ /coce for not adding zO
x "" realz+xO;
y '" imagz+yO;
/*x '" r ea Lz+r-ee Izo :
y '" iroagz+imagzO; *1
check'" (x*x)+(y*y);
if «xO*xO+yO*yO) >1) {
zd t suance [xd Imens Iou'l Lydnnens Ion l "check;
mbIxdtmens ton'l Iyd tmons i on l =1;
br eak :
/ /chock for colors at. fractal pof.nt a
if (cbcckobound) {
zdf.at ance [xd i.rne ns i on] Iyd Imens t on) =chock ;
mb [xd Lmen s i ou} Iydfmens t on'l vk :
break ;
}I/cud if for break in iterations to color/fill tnb array
/ /ii in set color black
if (chock c=bound) {
mb[xd i.mena i on] Iydtnens i onl =0;
/ /ond eLse suat.emerrt for break to fill mb array
}//end for loop for iterative pr-oces s to check numbers
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}llend for loop to go through x dimensions
}/ lend for loop to go through y dimensions
Prograrrl snippet for calculating Inner Product Squared
for (double Lvsucondvp Im; i>=firstYDimj i -"'ygap) {
if (ygap==O){ 1-=10; }
Ilmov€J for dimensions in big array
xd tmens Ion=G:
ydfmens i.on+e j
for (double j"firstXDim; j<=secondXDim; j+exgap) {
if(xg.p"O){ j+-l0; }
Iidirnensions and resetting variables at each step as we move across real Lt ne
xd imens ion++;
x "" 0;
y • 0;
roalz '" 0;
imagz .. 0;
den = 0;
xO ... j;
yO • i;
Ilinner(zO) parts
roalzO "" Math.cos(xO)*t1ath,cosh(yO);
imagzO ,.. Math. s1n(xO) *Math. s tnh Cyu) ;
fo r'{Lrrt k=L; k<=Ma.'o:Iterations; k++) {
II calculate new z
realz .. Math .exp C(2*x*x+2*y*y-2) I (x*x+y*y-2*x+l» *Math .cos t (4*y) I (x*x+y*y-2*x+1» ;
amagz ... Math .exp r (2*x*x+2*y*y-2) I (x*x+y*y-2*x+1» >l<Math.cos « (-4) *y) I (x*x+y*y-2*x+l» ;
roalz2 '" reatz er ear.a-fnragz+rnaga:
imagz2 "" Ze r ea Lz eLmagz :
Ilcode for not adding zO
x '" roa1z2+xO;
'" imagz2+yO;
/*x '" r-ca'Lz+r-ee Izo :
Y .. imagz+imagzO; *1
check'" (x*x)+(y*y);
Ilehack for colors at fractal points
if (ch eckc-bound) {
zdf s t ance [xd Lmenaion] [ydimension] «check:
mbIxd imens Ion) Iydf mons i on] ..k;
break ;
}llend if for break in iterations to color/fill rub array
I lit in set color black
if (cbock-o=bcund) {
mbIxdfmens tonl [ydimens1on] "'0;
Ilend else statoment for break 'to fill mb array
}llond for loop for i torative process to check numbers
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II
}/ lend for loop to go through x dimensions
}/ lend ro r loop to go through y dimensions
Program snippet for calculating Cosine Sets
for (double L=aecondvp tm ; i>"'flrstYDim; i -"'ygap) {
if(ygap·-O){ i--l0; }
/Imove for dimensions in big array
xdimens Lon=O ;
ydfmens ion++;
for (double j=firstXDim: j-o-secondxutra; j+vxgup) {
if (xgup=o-Oj I j +-10; }
/ldimsnsiollS and resetting variables at each stop as we mayo across real Lino
xd Lmena fou+» ;
x .. 0;
y - 0;
realz = 0;
tmagz "" 0;
den"" 0;
xO ... j;
yO • i;
/ Icas (er» parts with functions
l*roa1z0 .. calcCosSeries(xO)*calcCoshScries(yO);
imagzO .. calcSinSerias(xO) »c a LcSdnhSer-Le s (-yO) ; >1</
//cos(zO) par'ts
r ea'taO "" Math.cos(xO)*Math.cosh(yO);
imagzO ... Math. sin(xO) "'Math. sinh.(yO) ;
for (tnt k""l; k<=Maxlterations; k++) {
/ /calculate new z for iteration functions
/vr-ea'lz = .5*( (r caaczxpser res ty) +(calcExpSeries( -y») * (calcCosSories (x»);
imagz ... 5*( (calcExpSeries (-y» -(calcExpSeries(y») * (calcSinSories(x»); */
/ / calculate new z
r ea'Iz "'" . 5*« (Math. exp Cy) +(Math. cxpf -y») *Math. COS (x) );
imagz '" .5*«(Math.exp(-y»-(Math.exp(y»)*Math.sin(x»;
/ /codo for not adding zO
x '" realz+xO;
= imagz+yO;
r..x .. realz+realzO;
Y .. lmagz+imagzO; */
check" (x*x)+(y*y);
/ /chock for colors at fractal poarrt e
if (checkc-bound) {
zdistance [xd fmcns f cn] [ydimension] »cneck ;
mb[xdimension] [ydimension] =k;
break;
}//ond if for break ill iterations to color/fill mb array
/ /it in set color black
if (check-o-bound) {
mbIxdfmeus tou'l Iydfmous ronl "'0;
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I I~nd else statement for break to fill mb array
}llend for loop for iterative process to chock numbers
}llond for loop to go through x dimensions
}I lend for loop to go through y dimensions
Progl'urn snippet for calculating Sine Sets
for (double L=second'rufm: i>=firstYDim; l-"'ygap){
if(ygap"O){ i--10; }
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Ilmovo for dimensions in big array
xdimonsion=Q;
yd imons Ion+e ;
for (double j =f irstXDim; j ceaecondxlrim: j +vxgap) {
if (xgap==O){ J +-10; }
Iidimensions and resetting variables at each stop as ve move across real line
xdimension++ ;
x "" 0:
y = 0;
realz Ii:: 0;
tmagz "" 0:
den" 0;
xO "" j;
yO • i;
Ilsin(zO) parts
roalzO >= .5*«Math.exp(-yO)+Math.exp(yO»*(double)Math sin(xO»;
imagzO ... 5* «Math. expCyu) -Math .exp'( -yO»* (double)Math. cos rxo) ;
for (Lnt k"'l; kc-Nax It.er-au Lons : k++) {
Ilcalculate new z for iteration
roalz '" .5*«Math.exp(-y)+Math.exp(y»*(double)Math Sill(X»;
imagz z: .5* «Math. exp(y)-Math. oxp( -y» * (double) Math. cos (x) ;
I Ix "" rcalz+realzO;
Ily ... imagz+imagzO;
Ilcode for not adding zO
if (x==O && y="O){
s-v».
}else{
Y. '" realz+xO;
'" imagz+yO;
check'" (x*x)+(y*y);
Ilcheck for: colors at fractal podut.s
if (chcck>bound) {
zdistanco Ixo inens roul [yd tmens Lon] »c'heck ;
mb [xd Imeua fon] [yd i.mens i on] =k ;
break;
}llend if for break in iterations to color/fill mb array
Ilit in set color black
if (checkc=bound) {
mb Ixd imens Ion) Iydfmous tcn l =0;
•
/ lend else statemont for break to fill rob array
}//end for loop for iterative process to chock numbers
}/ lend for loop to go through x dimensions
}/ lend for loop to go through y dimensions
Prograrn snippet for calculating eZ Sets
for (double f=secondvufm: i>=firstYDim; i -cygap) {
if (ygap'-O){ i --10; }
Ilmovo for dimensions in big array
xd tmens foneu :
ydfmens Ion+e ;
for (double jar irstXDim; j<=secondXDim; j+vxgap) {
if(xgap·-O){ j+e io: }
/ /dimonsions and resetting variables at each stop as '1019move across real line
xdfmens Ion+e ;
x cO;
y - 0;
realz '" Q'
irnagz '" 0;
den > 0;
xO '" j;
yO - 1;
/ Icas (zO) parts
fc r Ct.nt k"'l; k<""~laxltorations; k++){
I/calculate new z for iteration
/ /code for e--z-2 + zO
/wr ca.Iz "" (Math,exp(y*y-x*x»*(Math cos(-2",x*y»;
fmagz "' (Mat.h.oxp(y*y-x.*x»*(Math.sin{-2*x.'t:y» ;*/
/ /eodo for o" z + zO
roalz ~ (Ma1:h.oxp{x»*(Math.cos(y});
imagz n 01ath.exp(:r..»*(Math.sin(y»;
x ... roalz+xO;
y "" Imagz+yu :
chock '" (x*x) + (y*y) ;
/ fetlock for colors at. fractal paints
if (chocko bcund) {
zd i at ance Ixc Imens ronl [ydimension] =cueck ;
rub [xdimension) Iydfmens t onl =k ;
break :
}/ fond if for break in iterations to color/fill mb array
/ /it in sot color black
if (chock c=bcund) {
mb[xdimension] Iydfmens tonl ""0;
/ fond oLee s t.a t cmcnu for broak to fill mb array
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•
}llend for loop for iterative process to check numbers
}/ lend for loop to go through x dimensions
}/ lend for loop to go through y dimensions
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B Interesting pictures
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Figure 23: A zoom into "Seahorse Valley" in S.l+.li
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Figure 24: A zoom into an interesting part of an Sa set.
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(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 25: Part of a movie of the Sa sets.
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Figure 26: A zoom into an Sa set,
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Figure 27: A zoom into parts of the Mandelbrot set.
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Figure 28: A zoom into "Seahorse Valley" of the J\!Iandelbrot set .
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Figure 29: A zoom into "Elephant Valley" of the Mandelbrot set.
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Figure 30: Part of the S-.1+.li set.
Figure 31: Part of the S-.1+.1i set.
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Figure 32: Part of the 5-.1+.li set.
Figure 33: Part of the 5-.1+.1i set.
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Figure 34: Part of the S.2-.3i set.
Figure 35: Part of the S.2-.3i. set.
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Figure 36: Part of the S.05-.05i set.
Figure 37: Part of the S.05-05i set.
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Figure 38: Part of the S.05-.05i set.
Figure 39: Part of the S.05-.05i set.
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Figure 40: Part of the S.22+0i set.
Figure 41: Part of the S.22-1--0i set.
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Figure 42: Part of the S.22+0i set.
Figure 43: Part of the S22+0i set.
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